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  Description

  With hints toward The Great Gatsby, Rindell’s novel aspires to recreate Prohibition-era New York City, both its opulence and its squalid underbelly. She captures it quite well, while at the same time spinning a delicate and suspenseful narrative about false friendship, obsession, and life for single women in New York during Prohibition.”— Booklist The combination of Suzanne Rindell's impeccable storytelling technique, plus the perfectly understated and prim voice of her narrator, Rose Baker (typist/transcriptionist for criminal confessions at a police department in 1923), plus a riveting story make The Other Typist irresistible and un-put-downable. And I think I would feel this even if I'd never worked as a typist and deposition transcriptionist. Mutual suspicion yields to an all‑consuming friendship when Odalie turns the full beam of her attention on Rose. Suddenly the pair are inseparable, and we learn that Rose has been in this situation before: she left the nunnery in disgrace after becoming "entangled" with a young novice. Odalie educates Rose in decadence, taking her to speakeasies where drunk flappers play the piano with their feet. She even suggests Rose move into the swanky hotel suite Odalie calls home – an offer Rose is thrilled to accept.
The Other Typist: A Novel Paperback – April 1, 2014 The Other Typist: A Novel Paperback – April 1, 2014
By this point Rose's unreliability as a narrator is clear; as is the fact that Bad Things are going to happen. Not only are we seeing Odalie through the prism of her obsession, but Rose is writing her account in an asylum under the supervision of a psychiatrist who believes that "telling things in their accurate sequence is good for healing the mind". The problem is, Rose can't do linearity. She tends towards egoistic impressionism, a habit Rindell has fun with in a scene where Odalie introduces Rose to her arty friends, only for Rose to be appalled by their love of The Waste Land: "If I recall correctly, the poet was called Eliot Something-Or-Another and the poem itself was all a bunch of jibberish, the ravings of an utter lunatic." It’s The Great Gatsbymeets The Talented Mr. Ripleyin this psychological thriller by first-time author Rindell.”—Los Angeles Public Library’s Best Fiction of 2013

Speakeasies, serial killers, shimmering jewelry and secrets from the past – it all seems like a whole new world for an orphan like Rose. But as the revelations about Odalie’s history, and her own, pile up, readers learn that they may not be able to fully trust Rose’s story. “Like the typewriter itself, I am simply there to report with accuracy,” she claims, but there are some lingering discrepancies. Indeed, as she later remarks of Odalie, “So many of her stories could be true, if only they didn’t cancel one another out.” What I didn't like: the ending. I won't give anything away, but it was one of those where you aren't really sure what happened. If it was meant to be Odalie then the details don't add up at all. However, if it wasn't Odalie then the very last sentence makes no sense unless there is a sequel and this book didn't feel like it needed a sequel until that moment. So it really kind of left me scratching my head a little. Try I NEVER PROMISED YOU A ROSE GARDEN. I don't remember the name of the author, but I thought it was really good when I read it, like thirty years ago.
The Other Typist - The Gilmore Guide to Books The Other Typist - The Gilmore Guide to Books
There's also a LOT of foreshadowing, and I mean a lot. It's not subtle. It sort of hits you over the head a few times. Rindell uses phrases such as "Had I known then what I know now," "Oh, how little I really knew," "You may think me naive, but...." and so on, ad nauseum. Moderately entertaining, I suppose, but this has to be one of the most overwritten books of all time. So many adjectives! So many adverbs! So many idioms when a single word would do just as well! Vast amounts of clunky, obvious foreshadowing! And a narrator who's unreliable--which we know because she helpfully tells us so, several times. Uh, that's not really how you're supposed to do it. The whole thing reads like some kind of parody. I can't recommend it. If you're in the mood for some 1920s-set fiction with Gatsby aspirations, read Rules of Civility. Don't bother with this.Hannah’s new novel is an homage to the extraordinary courage and endurance of Frenchwomen during World War II. It's the roaring 20's in New York City and a psycho-lunatic is on the loose disguised as a young woman. (no spoiler here)
The Other Typist by Suzanne Rindell: 9780425268421  The Other Typist by Suzanne Rindell: 9780425268421 
When I finally reached the end, I was at first floored--so twisty and fun. I did not see this coming. Maybe it was worth the loll in the middle. This was such an odd book, well written but overstyled and too heavy on the exposition and internal monologue. Sorry about the Facebook comment. I'm used to arguing with conservative bug fornicators. Read Rindell's bio. She's a doctoral student in American modernist literature; the OTHER TYPIST is her first novel. No way does she take up multiple personalities. It's too easy to get lost. Odalie has been "playing" Rose from the beginning. She's friends with all the other typing girls; she thinks Rose is a goody-two-shoes, but then she realizes Rose is a favorite among the detectives; she's dependable and she doesn't make mistakes. Then we have the earring caper, and Rose falls for it. Odalie now knows she can get to her. A]perfect social comedy: A plain young typist working for the New York Police Department in the 1920s becomes obsessed with a glamorous co-worker. Revealing that there is a murderous twist in Suzanne Rindell’s spellbinder isn’t a spoiler but an essential for enjoying the exhilarating buildup.”— Daily CandyDavid, I agree with you. I just finished the book and there is no concrete evidence to support that two individuals (Rose and Odalie/Ginevra) didn't exist. At the end, she's cutting her hair as a declaration of her transformation on becoming a "modern" woman like Odalie. Odalie would always get out of circumstances, so she is channeling that to get out of hers. The story centres around Rose who is employed as a stenographer in a New York Police Department and appears to be innocent and naive and somewhat staid in her ways. Rose's life changes forever the day the other typist is hired to work in her department and we see Rose become obsessed by the flamboyant Odalie. I feel really really bad saying this, but it was a disappointment for me. The set up sounded so juicy, but it didn't live up to it for me :( The fox trot is unjustly accused of becoming unfashionable. On the contrary, the vast majority of recorded dance music sold from the end of WWI through the 1940s was for the fox trot. It has never completely faded away to the present day, and in 1924 it would have been *the* fast dance. I love it; it's fun, easy to learn, easy for a man to teach to even a klutzy novice partner, and a number only lasts about 3 minutes so it doesn't require much social investment. But anyway. The characters came alive, and I could see every scene vividly. Ms. Rindell brought to the literary world a great style and an extraordinary book. Her descriptions are so lyrical and detailed you can easily and pleasantly visualize even the slightest action. The main "stage" of the book takes place in a police station, but that was not a detriment to the story. The smooth, easy flow of the novel was flawless, entertaining, and a bit mysterious.
THE OTHER TYPIST | Kirkus Reviews THE OTHER TYPIST | Kirkus Reviews
Rose, the narrator, is a young typist in a NYC police precinct in 1923. An orphan raised by nuns, she is prim, repressed and smugly considers herself an astute observer of human nature. One day, a new typist is hired. Odalie has a husky, purring voice, expensive clothes and an alluring personality. Rose watches Odalie closely and before long, is under her spell. Odalie suggests Rose move in with her and they become roommates in Odalie’s posh hotel suite. Why would a humble typist be living in an expensive hotel suite? As it turns out, Odalie is hiding a few big secrets and Rose – well, Rose has some serious issues. A short digression: How funny that we totally believe a reliable narrator; we buy into the story as if the reality being presented is absolutely true. Yet when we get an unreliable narrator, we think, oh there is definitely a true story here but we’re just not being told the truth. We look for clues for what REALLY is happening. The joke, of course, is that there is no true story in fiction! It’s all made up. Overall, I found it superficial, melodramatic and unbelievable. By that I mean, I believe these characters could have indeed existed as people and that these events could indeed have happened, however I did not believe the development was sufficient in making the characters multidimensional and circumstances were insufficiently described.It's The Great Gatsbymeets The Talented Mr. Ripleyin this psychological thriller by first-time author Rindell.”—Los Angeles Public Library's Best Fiction of 2013 Keira Knightley will star in and take a producer's role on the jazz-age period piece The Other Typist, according to the Hollywood Reporter. Rose Baker is our wonderfully unreliable narrator, and I suspect you’ll come to love her as a character, even if you find her ever so slightly sinister, too. With Rose, we grow fascinated with Odalie Lazare, the alluring and fashionable new typist who joins her at the police precinct. Before long Rose becomes Odalie’s roommate at her luxury apartment and, as their friendship deepens, they start to seem like sisters – or twins, even. Yet soon enough, a particularly intoxicating new typist named Odalie is hired and Rose – just like her much-admired and morally upright Sargeant and more forgiving Lieutenant Detective – falls under her spell. Rose in particular is captivated by Odalie and flattered that this lovely creature has taken an interest in her. Before too long, they are the best of friends, navigating a dual life of police work during the day and speakeasies when the day winds down. But WAIT! What the eff? What DID really happen? Tell me!! Within seconds I was totally frustrated by the ambiguity. Yes, I was driven to go online to read other reviewer’s theories about what happened, and yes, it would be a great read for a book club—I can see all the animated conversations right now.
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